GIS Minor Cluster Worksheet
Total: 16-17 Upper Division units with a subject Emphasis

Title of Cluster: Progression of Italian Culture and Society: Antiquity to the Present

Course Number: ANTH 101
Units: 5.5 (EAP)
Brief Description:

The study of Italian culture and society in order to understand how a societies’ past influences the customs and common knowledge that are used in the Romans’ everyday lives.

Course Number: PHIL 106
Units: 5.5 (EAP)
Brief Description:
Religion and science catalogues the cultural and societal impact of the Christian churches around the world and their doctrine of cultural and societal dominance. More specifically, using the Galileo Affair to show the discourse that has developed between religion and science to show the churches’ influence not only in Italy, but around the globe.

Both courses deal with the development of Roman traditions and customs that influence the day to day lives of the Roman as well as the Italian population. The religious aspect of Italian life was a key topic in both courses as Italy is dominated by the Catholic Church.

In these courses, one of the foci was dealing with war and its impact on geographic and cultural development. Also, both courses dealt with the political theories that helped shape the Roman Empire as well as modern Italy.

Course Number: CLASS 115
Units: 5.5 (EAP)
Brief Description:
The study of the Roman Empire from antiquity to the present day in order to understand the artistic, cultural architectural and political traditions that have made Rome the city it is. Traditions and their influence on the population and the city today.

Both courses deal with religion and its impact on both the Roman Empire as well as Italy. Specifically, the courses catalogued the development of the Catholic Church and its political, architectural and cultural development of Italian culture.